% Use Beamer to make presentations in LaTeX
% \documentclass{beamer}
%
% Choose how your presentation looks.
% For more themes, color themes and font themes, see:
% http://deic.uab.es/~iblanes/beamer_gallery/index_by_theme.html
% \mode<presentation>
{  
  \usetheme{Madrid}      % or try Darmstadt, Madrid, Warsaw, ...
  \usecolortheme{default} % or try albatross, beaver, crane, ...
  \usefonttheme{default}  % or try serif, structurebold, ...
  \setbeamertemplate{navigation symbols}{}
  \setbeamertemplate{caption}[numbered]
}
\usepackage[english]{babel}
\usepackage[utf8x]{inputenc}
\%
\title[Your Short Title]{Your Presentation}
\author{You}
\institute{Where You're From}
\date{Date of Presentation}
\begin{document}
\%
\begin{frame}
\titlepage
\end{frame}
%
% Uncomment these lines for an automatically generated outline.
%\begin{frame}{Outline}
%  \tableofcontents 
%\end{frame}
\section{Frames}
\begin{frame}{Introduction to Frames}
\begin{itemize}
\item All your favourite \LaTeX{} commands still work.
\item They are now placed in \texttt{frames}.
\end{itemize}
\begin{block}{Text in a block}
If you want to emphasize some text you can put it in a \texttt{block}.
\end{block}
\begin{theorem}[Your initials, Year]
You can also use \texttt{theorem}, \texttt{lemma}, \texttt{proof}, \texttt{corollary}.
\end{theorem}
\end{frame}
\%
\begin{frame}{Columns}
\begin{columns}
\column{.3\textwidth}
You can compare two things that interest you.
\end{columns}
\begin{columns}
\column{.3\textwidth}
This can be done using \texttt{columns}.
\end{columns}
\end{frame}
\%
\section{More Exciting Frames}
\begin{frame}{Pause}

\end{frame}
\end{document}
To reveal items ... \texttt{pause}
Item one line at a time ... \texttt{pause}
Item you can use \texttt{text}(pause). \texttt{pause}
Item You can also highlight text using \texttt{text}(alert).
\end{itemize}
\end{frame}
\begin{frame}{Alert and Visible}
The commands \texttt{alert} and \texttt{visible} can be used to highlight text or make it appear. However, these commands don't work well with \texttt{pause}.
\begin{center}
\alert<2>{Highlight this now}
\alert<3>{Highlight this later}
\visible<1,2,3,5,6,7>{Visible now.}
\invisible<6,7>{Sometimes not.}
\visible<1,2,3,4,6,7>{And now.}
\end{center}
\end{frame}
\begin{frame}{Flasy Flourishes}
\begin{center}Can be obtained with a simple command.\end{center}
\transblindshorizontal %Horizontal blinds pulled away
\transblindsvertical %Vertical blinds pulled away
\transboxin %Move to center from all sides
\transboxout %Move to all sides from center
\transdissolve %Slowly dissolve what was shown before
\end{frame}
\end{document}